How New, Deadly Pocketknives Became a $1 Billion Business

By Mark Fritz

DECADE AGO, Jim Ray brought together a champion martial artist, a former Navy SEAL and a police-weapons specialist to design knives for what he hoped would be the perfect pocketknife.

But the high-tech knives the team created were never meant to be used for self-defense. Instead, they produced knives with blades that could be flicked open with one finger faster than the widely outlawed switchblades — but were still perfectly legal. "Nobody wanted to call it a weapon," the former SEAL, says Mr. Ray, a former owner of a North Carolina tourist shop.

As the company's portfolio expanded, it formed Masters of Defense Inc., which marketed the blades utility when "shooting is just not appropriate."

Mr. Ray was a pioneer in a technological revolution that has transformed "tactical" knives — originally used in military combat — into a $1-billion-a-year consumer business, aimed at just about anyone in the market for a small knife. These 21st century pocketknives, with their curved, perforated or serrated blades and ergonomic grips, can inflict deadly damage, but they are also compact, easily concealed and virtually unregulated.

In March, a monthly FBI bulletin alerted law enforcement agencies nationwide to "the emerging threat" posed by the knives. Though there are no statistics on how many crimes have involved tactical-style knives, the FBI says that knife-related crimes have edged up to 15.3% in 2004 from 15% in 2000. In that time, violent crime in general dropped 4.1%.

The knives' popularity has been a boon to some retailers. Mike Jones, owner of Second Amendment Sports, a hunting, fishing and camping superstore in Bakersfield, Calif., says that knife sales have been climbing an average of 26% a year in the past decade and that 75% of the pocketknives he sells are tactical. "Are you tacti-cool? That's what we say down here," Mr. Jones says.

Dave Vanderhoof, who runs U.S. Martial Arts in Clifton, N.J., recently taught a knife-fighting class that included a judge, a banker, a nurse, a young woman with a belly ring and a French chef from Manhattan. And Spyderco Inc., for example, makes a tactical knife that, when folded, resembles a credit card.

But the marketing techniques for some of the new pocketknives aren't so mainstream. Cold Steel Inc. makes the 3-inch "Urban Pal," which has a 1.5-inch blade. "The Urban Pal should be standard equipment for survival in today's urban jungle," its Web site says.

Lawyers for the tactical-knife industry have persuaded government officials that even minor manual movement — no matter how enhanced by levers and springs — separates the knives from switchblades, which require pressing a button on the handle to flip open the blade. "We have to resist the application of the 1968 switchblade laws to the new technology," says lawyer Daniel Lawson, a knife collector in Pittsburgh who represents the tactical-knife industry. Three states now outlaw switchblades, partly because they developed a cult following among teenagers in the 1960s.
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1950s. But, says David Kowalski, a former knife magazine editor and the spokesperson for the industry, tactical knives have remained legal because “the laws across the U.S. are a mishmash because [legislators] really don’t know anything about knives.”

Modern tactical knives are rooted in the 1980s, when some military artificers in the U.S. began experimenting with a Filipino style of knife-fighting. An early innovator was Ernest R. Emerson, a martial artist and custom knife builder. In 1985, Oregon’s Benchmade Knife Co. collaborated with Mr. Emerson to mass produce the Closed Quarters Combat 7 knife. It opened quickly, locked in place and could be closed with one hand.

Mr. Emerson, 51 years old, says he insisted on selling that knife for $199, believing the high price, performance and custom look would give it cachet. Since then, he has added more models and in 2005, introduced a full line of tactical-type knives. The most prominent feature on its knives is the “Blade Launcher” mechanism, which lets the user flip a menacing-looking blade out of its handle with lightning speed. Yet it also has a bottlecap opener, a nod to Leatherman’s heritage.

Not all makers of tactical knives agree on how to market them. For example, Mr. Arrowsmith, chief executive of W.R. Case, accuses competitors of “weaponizing” the pocketknife and says it’s an approach his company won’t take.

He does concede, though, that customer demand has prompted his company, a 117-year-old maker of pretty penknives, to offer a line of one-hand-opening knives with tactical features.

The blades on most of the new pocketknives are less than four inches long, the maximum length that passengers were permitted to carry onto U.S. airlines before the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. In 2001, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks concluded that the hijackers in those attacks used short knives—no box cutters—to seize control of the planes. At the Pennsylvania crash site, 14 badly damaged knife parts were collected, and at least half had tactical-knife characteristics. But the FBI cautions that it can’t be sure those parts are from knives that belonged to the hijackers.

Technology has made blade length almost irrelevant. The city of Atlanta prohibits people from carrying pocketknives in public with blades longer than two inches. Yet, in a widely publicized case, ex-Marine Thomas Autry used a two-inch blade in May to kill one mugger and wound another when he was confronted by five assailants armed with a shotgun and a .38-caliber pistol.

“Clearly we are seeing woundings you would expect from a bigger blade from what victims say was a small knife,” says Andrew Urich, a Boston Medical Center emergency-room doctor.

Mr. Janes of Second Amendment Sports is one of several retailers who have added knife training to their businesses. He says “this influx of people carrying ‘tactical folders’ didn’t know how to use them.”

Nicholas Nobella, 25, took a four-hour class at the Bakersfield shop. Several months later, he admitted to police that he stuck his tactical knife into a passerby, Edward Pedrosa, 24, during a melee that broke out when men attending a bachelor party ranted a bawdy bash for the bride-to-be, says Kern County, Calif., Deputy District Attorney Matt Magnier. Mr. Pedrosa died. Mr. Nobella’s lawyer says his client was acting in self-defense.

Mr. Janes says Mr. Nobella isn’t typical of the students at his knife classes.

Meanwhile, in the race for the next big thing, some companies are competing to make more durable ceramic and plastic knives that can pass through metal detectors. Plastic “assisted-opening” knives that flick open with a slight nudge of the blade can be purchased on eBay for $20.

Cold Steel sales director Rick Valdez describes the company’s $15 “Night Shade” plastic knives as “letter openers.” Nonetheless, the company’s Web site has a film clip of men attacking slabs of meat and decapitating plywood people, and it notes that the knives can be “taped just about anywhere” on the body.